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Abstract
In this paper, we show how an active binocular head, the IIS head, can be easily calibrated
with very high accuracy. Our calibration method can also be applied to many other binocular
heads. In addition to the proposal and demonstration of a four-stage calibration process, there
are three major contributions in this paper. First, we propose a MFL (Motorized-Focus Lens)
camera model which assumes constant nominal extrinsic parameters. The advantage of having
constant extrinsic parameters is to have a simple head/eye relation. Second, a calibration method
for the MFL camera model is proposed in this paper, which separates the estimation of the image
center and eective focal length from the estimation of the camera orientation and position. This
separation has been proved to be crucial otherwise, the estimates of camera parameters would
be very noise-sensitive. Thirdly, we show that, once the parameters of the MFL camera model is
calibrated, a nonlinear recursive least-square estimator can be used to re ne all the 39 kinematic
parameters. Real experiments have shown that the proposed method can achieve accuracy of
one pixel prediction error and 0.2 pixel epipolar error, even when all the joints, including the left
and right focus motors, are moved simultaneously. This accuracy is good enough for many 3D
vision applications, such as 3D navigation, 3D object tracking, and even 3D reconstruction.

Keywords
Active Vision, Binocular Head, Motorized Lens Calibration, Head/Eye Calibration, Head
Calibration.

I. Introduction

Active vision has become an important research topic in the eld of computer vision.
The major advantages of an active vision system over a traditional passive vision system is
that it can utilize more degrees of freedom to adapt to the environment, and thus has more
potential in many applications. Being able to acquire information actively, many computer
vision problems which are ill-posed to a passive vision system become linear and stable
to an active observer1]. Di erent kinds of binocular heads were built for investigating
the active vision problems, e.g, 2], 3], 4], 5], 6], 7] and 8]. To perform experiments
on active vision, we have also built a binocular head (referred to as the IIS head). This
IIS head has four revolute joints and two prismatic joints, as shown in Figure 1. The
two joints on top of the IIS head are for camera vergence or gazing (referred to as joint
5L and joint 5R). The next two joints below them are for tilting and panning the stereo
cameras (referred to as joint 4 and joint 3). All of the above four joints are revolute, and
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are mounted on an X-Y table which is composed of two prismatic joints (referred to as
joint 2 and joint 1).

Fig. 1. A picture of the IIS head.

A. Importance of Calibration

Accurate camera calibration can greatly simplify the solutions of many important vision
problems, such as the stereo vision problem, the 3D visual tracking problem, the mobilerobot visual guidance problem, the 3D reconstruction problem, the 3D visual information
registration problem, ..., etc. For example, it is well known that a well-calibrated stereo
vision system would not only dramatically reduce the complexity of the stereo correspondence problem but also signicantly reduce the 3D estimation error. Therefore, extensive
work has been devoted to developing camera calibration techniques (refer to 9], 10] and
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11] for detailed survey of these calibration methods). Since accurately calibrating a passive stereo vision system is a fairly easy and ecient work, most of the traditional stereo
matching algorithms are based on well-calibrated stereo cameras (refer to 12] and 13] for
a detailed review). On the other hand, due to the complexity and diculty in calibrating an active camera, most existing active vision systems are not accurately calibrated.
Hence, some researchers chose to develop visual modules which rely on either rough camera models (e.g, Krotkov 14]) or self-calibration techniques (e.g, Deriche et. al. 15], Du
and Brady 16], Ma 17] and Zhang et. al. 18]). Nevertheless, because knowing accurate
model of an active stereo vision system can simplify the solutions of the above mentioned
vision problems, many researchers are still working on improving the calibration accuracy
of their active binocular heads, e.g, Li et. al. 19], 20], 21], Mclauchlan and Murray 22],
Shih et. al. 23], 24] and Young et. al. 25]. Also, there are some other people using the
techniques of the calibration-trio proposed by Tsai 9] and Tsai and Lenz 26], 27] and
28].
B. Diculties of Calibrating an Active Camera

There are at least three major diculties in the calibration of an active binocular head:
1. High complexity: The calibration of an active vision system consists of three calibration processes, namely, the motorized lens calibration, the kinematic calibration and
the head/eye calibration. Each calibration process is itself a complex problem already.
2. Ultra-high accuracy requirement: The angular resolution (i.e, the view-angle of one
pixel) of a camera is roughly several fractions of one milli-radian. However, the orientation accuracy of the state-of-the-art camera calibration technique 9] is at least one
order worse than the camera resolution. Moreover, to achieve the required calibration accuracy, the gear backlash and some other non-geometric terms in the kinematic
model may not be negligible.
3. Lack of accurate techniques for camera parameter estimation: The goal of active
camera calibration is to establish the relation between the actuating motor positions
and the camera parameters of an active/dynamic stereo vision system. However, due
to the correlation between certain camera parameters, e.g, the correlation between the
image center and the camera orientation, an estimate of a set of camera parameters
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which yields very small 3D residual error does not guarantee that the physical camera
parameter estimates are themselves accurate 29].
C. Review of Related Work

The calibration problem of an active binocular head can be decomposed into three
sub-problems: the motorized lens calibration, the kinematic calibration and the head/eye
calibration.
In the motorized lens calibration, the goal is to determine the relation between the
lens setting and the camera parameters (both intrinsic and extrinsic). Several approaches
were used to solve this problem. Abbott 2] assumed xed image center and used low
order polynomial to describe the relation. Li 19] and Li and Lavest 21] and Tarabanis
et. al. 30] used partial look up tables and interpolations to represent the relationship.
Willson 31] proposed to use low order polynomials for some parameters and to x the
extrinsic parameters except for the component of the translation vector in the optical axis
direction. It has been well known that the image center is very critical to accurate 3D
computer vision 27]. However, camera calibration techniques that estimate the image
center together with the camera orientation would su er from the instability problem for
the estimated parameters 29]. According to our theoretical analysis 29], the Willson
method 31] is a very accurate method for motorized lens calibration, because it initially
uses the auto-collimated laser technique to locate the image center and thus separates the
estimation of the camera orientation from the estimation of the image center. Moreover,
the Willson method provides a xed-orientation camera frame whose origin is constrained
such that it can only translate along the optical axis, while in other models, the camera
frame is changed without constraint whenever the lens setting is changed, which makes
the subsequent head/eye calibration more complicated.
In the kinematic calibration, the goal is to determine the relation between the joint
values of the head and the orientation and position of the camera mounts. Many methods
have been developed for kinematic calibration of binocular heads, e.g, Li et. al. 20],
Lenz and Tsai 28], Shih et. al. 23], 24], 32], and Young et. al. 25]. Most of the
work is focused on the derivation of closed-form solutions. However, the major problem is
that, due to the measurement noise, the kinematic parameter estimates obtained by using
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closed-form solutions are not accurate enough to t the ultra-high accuracy requirement
in the applications of active binocular heads 33].
In the head/eye calibration, the goal is to determine the camera coordinate system and
the camera mount reference frame. The Tsai and Lenz method 26] is recognized to be
the most accurate one (refer to 34] and 20]). However, if the kinematic model or the
estimated camera poses are not accurate enough, then the results will not be satisfactory.
The above mentioned three calibration stages can also be accomplished in one process
provided that an accurate enough initial value of the active camera parameters are available. McLauchlan and Murray 22] used a variable state-dimension lter to recursively
estimate the head/eye relation and the vertical and horizontal e ective focal length. The
reported tracking error (similar to the epipolar error) is approximately 0.5 pixel. This
method is attractive because it requires no special calibration object but the trajectories
of some static feature corners observed in the scene. However, their kinematic model is so
oversimplied that no translation component is considered. Also, even though the tracking error is small, they do not know the amount of the absolute error, i.e, the 2D image
prediction error (refer to section IV). Zhuang et. al. 35] also proposed to simultaneously
calibrate a robot and a hand-mounted camera to avoid the propagation of estimation error
in the three calibration stages. Notice that by using nonlinear optimization techniques,
the active camera parameters can be further rened, and the accuracy will be improved
to some extent. However, when applying the Zhuang et. al. method 35] to the active
binocular head calibration problem, one should avoid directly estimating all the active
camera parameters simultaneously, due to the correlation between certain extrinsic and
intrinsic camera parameters. Instead, based on our theoretical analysis 29], some of the
intrinsic camera parameters had better be estimated independently to the extrinsic camera
parameters otherwise, the estimates would be very sensitive to noise.
In this paper, a four-stage calibration process is used to calibrate the IIS head, which
can achieve a root mean square prediction error of approximately 1 pixel and an epipolar
error of about 0.2 pixel, even when all the joints are moved simultaneously. Figure 2 shows
the schematic diagram of the four calibration stages. The rst stage is to calibrate the
motorized lens by using the MFL (Motorized-Focus Lens) camera model, which identies
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Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the four-stage calibration process for an active binocular head.

the functions of the intrinsic camera parameters with respect to the focus settings. The
second stage is to estimate the kinematic parameters by using the closed-form solution
proposed in 24]. The third stage is to estimate the head/eye relation by using either
a simple method, using Coordinate Measurement Machines, which will be described in
section IV, or the well-known Tsai and Lenz method 26]. The forth stage is to rene
all the kinematic parameters estimated in the previous two stages by using a nonlinear
recursive least-square estimator. This paper describes in details the rst stage and the
fourth stage.
This paper is origanized as follows. Section II describes the MFL camera model and a
calibration method. Section III describes the kinematic model and inverse kinemtaics of
a binocular head. Section IV describes the global kinematic calibration process, including the nonlinear recursive least-square estimator. Section V describes the experimental
results. Conclusions are given in section VI.
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II. Calibration of the Motorized Lens

A. Perspective Projection and Radial Lens Distortion

The camera model used in this work is the perspective projection model with radial lens
distortion, which is commonly used in the eld of computer vision. Let pO be an object
point in the 3D space, and (xO  yO  zO ) be its coordinates, in millimeters, with respect
to a xed OCS (Object Coordinate System). Let the projected image coordinates, pI in
pixels, of the object point pO be (uI  vI ). The camera model used in this paper requires
twelve camera parameters, i.e, u0, v0, su, sv , f , , x, y , z , tx, ty and tz , where u0 and
v0 are the coordinates of the image center, su and sv are the horizontal and vertical pixel
spacings, f is the e ective focal length,  is the radial lens distortion coecient, x, y ,
and z are the X-Y-Z Euler angles of the camera orientation matrix, and tx , ty and tz
are the location of the optical center, respectively. Equations that relate the 3D and 2D
coordinates can be written as follows (refer to 9]):
(1)
(1 ; 2 )(uI ; u0)su = f xz C 
C
(1 ; 2 )(vI ; v0)sv = f yC 
zC

where

(2)

2 = (uI ; u0)2s2u + (vI ; v0)2 s2v 
2x 3
2x 3
C
66 77
66 O 77
64 yC 75 = R 64 yO 75 + t
zC
zO
R is the 3 by 3 rotation matrix composed by using the X-Y-Z Euler angles, x, y and
z , and t =  tx ty tz ] is the 3 by 1 translation vector, where the prime denotes
the transpose operation. Notice that three of the camera parameters, i.e, the e ective
focal length, f , the vertical and horizontal pixel spacing, su and sv , can only be solved
up to a scale factor. In general, there are two ways to approach this problem. One is
to compose them into two e ective focal length parameters, namely, the horizontal and
vertical e ective focal length (refer to the Weng method 10]). Another method is the one
adopted in the well known Tsai method 9] and is suitable for solid state cameras. This
0
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method is based on the fact that the horizontal and vertical pixel spacing of a solid state
camera can be directly obtained from the manufacturer. However, the horizontal pixel
spacing will be rescaled with an unknown factor after the image is sampled by a frame
grabber (refer to 27]). Therefore, only the vertical pixel spacing, sv , is known a priori
in the calibration process. This is the method adopted in this paper. Nevertheless, if
the vertical pixel spacing is unknown, we can simply set sv to 1 which yields the same
representation as in the Weng method 10].
B. Motorized Lens

Fig. 3. The motorized lens of the IIS head.

Figure 3 shows a motorized-focus lens used in the IIS head. In general, o -the-shelf
commercial zoom lenses are designed for manual operation and are not suitable for computer control. Using this kind of zoom lens in an active vision system would make the
calibration work more complicated and time-consuming. Moreover, a lens without zoom
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function is usually more accurate (due to smaller distortion), more compact and lighterin-weight than a zoom lens. Therefore, we recently chose to use a motorized focus lens for
the IIS head, instead of the motorized zoom lens we used a few years ago. Currently, only
the focus setting is motorized and the aperture setting is left manually adjustable. The
lens is able to focus on objects at the distance from 0.3 meter to innity, and its nominal
focal length is 25 millimeters. Stepping motors were used to control the focus distance,
and the operation range is divided into 2560 steps.
Let f , d and F denote the e ective focal length (i.e, the distance from the optical center
to the image plane), the object distance and the focal length, respectively. It is well known
that the above three factors can be related by the following lens equation:
1 = 1 + 1:
(3)
F f d
By using lens equation (3), it can be shown that the e ective focal length, f , is in the
i
h
0 , where d is the minimal object distance which is approximately 0.3 meter
region F dFd
0
0 F
for our motorized-focus lens. Therefore, the resolution of the e ective focal length of the
IIS head can be computed to be approximately one micrometer when using the stepping
motor with 2560 steps, which is much more accurate than the variance of the calibration
error. Hence, the error caused by the nite resolution of the stepping motor is negligible.
Furthermore, to eliminate the e ect of the backlash in the motorized lens, the stepping
motor controller was designed to move the focus ring of the lens to the target position
always from the same direction before it stopped.
;

C. The MFL Camera Model

When the focus setting is changed, the physical position, orientation and some intrinsic
parameters of the camera will change accordingly. For most o -the-shelf lenses, the relation between the physical camera parameters and the focus setting is too complex to be
modeled exactly. Therefore, look-up tables or polynomials are often used to approximate
the relation. However, since the stepping resolution of motorized lens is usually very high,
storing the relations requires a huge comprehensive table. It is impractical to build such
a huge table via calibration. Hence, low-order polynomials or interpolation techniques
based on partial tables were widely used.
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Recently, we observed that accurate camera calibration techniques yielding very small 2D
residual error did not necessarily provide accurate estimates of physical camera parameters.
Motivated by this observation, we have derived the analytic covariance matrices of the
estimated camera parameters for four di erent approaches 29]. Based on this theoretical
error analysis, we found that, for small variations, some of the camera parameters are
approximately linearly dependent. For example, if the estimated orientation matrix of the
camera is as follows:
R^ = R (x y  z ) R
(4)
where R is the true orientation matrix and x ,y and z are the X-Y-Z Euler angles
of the error orientation matrix, R, then u0 and y , v0 and x, and f and tx are linearly
dependent for small variation (see 29]). This phenomenon can cause serious problem in
motorized lens calibration, and there are two di erent approaches for solving this problem.
The rst approach is to develop some new techniques for acquiring more accurate estimate
of the extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters. The second approach is more interesting
and will be described in more details in this paper. This approach makes full use of
the extra-degrees of freedom in the calibration (i.e, the linear dependency of some camera
parameters for small variations). For example, if we x the camera orientation at a slightly
incorrect value during the camera calibration, some other camera parameters would be
deviated from their true value to compensate for the e ect of small orientation error when
minimizing the residual error. Motivated by this theoretical analysis results, we proposed
a camera model for motorized-focus lens, which turned out to be similar to the Willson
model 31]. Willson has used these extra-degrees of freedom without theoretical analysis
and achieved very high accurate zoom lens model. In Willson's camera model for motorized
zoom lens, namely the adjustable camera model, several camera parameters including the
camera orientation and the X-Y component of the translation vector are assumed to be
independent to the lens settings. Moreover, the relation between the remaining camera
parameters and the lens settings (focus, zoom and aperture settings) are approximated by
multi-variable polynomials.
According to a series of preliminary experiments about our MFL camera held in our
laboratory 36], we found that
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the e ective focal length varies linearly with respect to the focus setting,
the camera parameters are independent to the aperture setting,
the variation of the optical center is small with respect to the change of the focus
setting.
Therefore, the MFL camera model is dened as follows:
1. The MFL camera model is an extension of the general camera model described in
section II-A. In the MFL camera model, some camera parameters are functions of the
focus settings.
2. The vertical and horizontal pixel spacings, i.e, sv and su, are independent to the focus
setting.
3. The position and orientation of the CCS are independent to the focus setting, i.e, the
extrinsic camera parameters are all xed, which yields a very simple head/eye relation.
4. The relation between the image center, (u0 v0), and the focus setting is stored in
look-up tables.
5. The relation between the coecient of radial lens distortion, , and the focus setting
is stored in look-up tables.
6. The relation between the e ective focal length, f , and the focus setting is linear
function.
For convenience, we will refer to the xed camera parameters, su, sv , x, y , z , tx, ty , and
tz , as the nominally-invariant camera parameters, and the focus-setting-dependent camera
parameters, i.e, u0, v0 , f and , as the adjustable camera parameters, respectively. Since we
have eliminated the extra-degrees of freedom in estimating camera parameters by xing the
extrinsic camera parameters, the calibration accuracy can be dramatically improved. The
calibration procedure of the MFL camera model is described in the following subsection.






D. Calibration of the MFL Camera Model

To calibrate the motorized lens, we developed a three-step process. In the rst step,
with a xed camera position, all the camera parameters are determined simultaneously by
using a general camera calibration technique with respect to one focus setting. To ensure
the calibration accuracy, one should collect a large number of 2D-3D calibration pairs in
this step, and use a nonlinear optimization calibration technique (e.g, the Weng method
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10]) to estimate the camera parameters based on an initial solution obtained by a linear
camera calibration method.
In the second step, the nominally-invariant camera parameters, i.e, su, sv , x, y , z ,
tx, ty and tz , are xed to the values obtained in the rst step, and the relation between
the adjustable camera parameters and the focus setting are determined. For each focus
setting, the following process is performed to obtain the values of the adjustable camera
parameters:
1. Initial solution: By using the estimate of the nominally-invariant camera parameters
obtained in the rst step and setting  to zero, equations (1) and (2) become linear in
u0, v0 and f . Hence, an initial solution for the adjustable camera parameters can be
easily obtained by using linear least-square techniques.
2. Nonlinear renement: Using the estimated parameters in the previous step as an
initial solution, the adjustable camera parameters can be rened by using a nonlinear
optimization technique to minimize the following objective function:

 (u0 v0 f ) =

N "
X
i=1

+



(1 ; 2i )(uIi ; u0)su ; f xz Ci

2

Ci
#
y
Ci 2
2
(1 ; i )(vIi ; v0)sv ; f
zCi 

(5)

where N is the number of 2D-3D calibration pairs.
After repeating the above process several times for di erent focus settings, we have a table
of the variable camera parameters with respect to several di erent focus settings.
In the third step, the e ective focal length with respect to the focus setting is tted
with a polynomial while the image center and the radial lens distortion coecient are still
maintained in the look-up tables. Notice that only the e ective focal length is tted to
a polynomial because its variation with respect to changing focus setting is more regular
and thus can be well approximated by a low-order polynomial. Whereas, the variation of
the other parameters are complicated that are better represented as look-up tables than
tted by polynomials.
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III. Kinematic Model and Inverse Kinematics of a Binocular Head

A. Kinematic Model of the IIS head

The kinematic model of the IIS head can be written as follows (refer to 24]):
0

T6L = V0 Q1 V1 Q2 V2 Q3 V3 Q4 V4L Q5L V5L

(6)

and

T6R = V0 Q1 V1 Q2 V2 Q3 V3 Q4 V4R Q5R V5R
(7)
where
8
> TransZ (qi )  when joint i is prismatic
<
Qi = >
: RotZ (qi )  when joint i is revolute
Vi is referred to as the shape matrix containing the position and orientation of joint axis
i, and qi is the joint value of joint i, respectively. Figure 4 gives an illustration of the
relationship between the joint frames and the transformation matrices for the IIS head.
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the joint frames and the transformation matrices for the IIS head.

Notice that the unknown kinematic parameters are all contained in the shape matrix
and there are two, four and six unknown parameters to be estimated for a prismatic joint,
a revolute joint, and a xed-transformation matrix (e.g, the world-to-base transformation
matrix, V0), respectively.
B. Eliminating the Eects of Gear Backlash

In general, the e ects of gear backlash are classied into non-geometric terms in kinematic calibration (refer to Roth et. al. 37]). Backlash will not only degrade the motion
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control performance for an active vision system, but may also cause an image prediction
error of several pixels. One may choose to use an expansive backlash-free gear to avoid all
the troubles caused by gear backlash. However, one may also eliminate the e ects of backlash by either of the following two ways. The rst way is to control the motor such that
it always approaches the desired position in one direction before it stops. This method
is simple and inexpensive, but it is more suitable for a stepping motor system, since the
overshoot of a servo-controlled system would cause the direction of motion unpredictable
before the motor stopped. The second way is to calibrate the amount of backlash described
in Appendix-A.
C. Inverse Kinematics

For an active binocular head, the goal of inverse kinematics is to compute the joint values
of the robot head such that the optical axes of both stereo cameras will pass through a
given 3D target point. The IIS head has totally eight degrees of freedom controlled by the
following eight motors: the left and right focus motors, the left and right vergence motors,
the tilt motor, the pan motor and the X- and Y- motors. Therefore, to solve a unique set
of joint values for controlling our binocular head, eight constraints should be provided.
The eight constraints are chosen to be:
1. The 3D coordinates of a target point with respect to the base frame of the binocular
head: For directing the binocular head to a new observation conguration, identifying
the interesting point in the environment by its 3D coordinates is the most ecient way.
Even for an unknown environment, one can also specify the interesting point from the
rst snapshot of the scene and translating it to the 3D coordinates with respect to the
base frame of the binocular head. This condition provides three constraints.
2. The joint values of the rst two joints of the IIS head, i.e, the position of the X-Y
table: This condition provides two constraints. The IIS head was originally designed to
have the X-Y table to emulate an mobile robot platform. Thus the inverse kinematics
module has to be independent to the X-Y table such that when the IIS head is mounted
on a real mobile robot platform, the inverse kinematics module still works.
3. The gaze angle of the binocular head: Dene the gaze origin to be the point on the
tilt joint axis which is closest to the pan joint axis (see Figure 5). The gaze angle is
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dened as the angle between the tilt joint axis and the line passing through the target
point and the gaze origin . This condition provides one constraint.
4. The 3D target point should be clearly focused in the stereo images: Owing to the
MFL camera model we used, the nominal values of the extrinsic camera parameters
are independent to the focus settings. Therefore, the joint values of the focus motors
can be determined after all the joint values corresponding to the extrinsic parameters
of the stereo cameras are determined. After the position and orientation of the stereo
cameras are determined, the 3D coordinates of the target point with respect to both
the left and the right camera frames can be computed by using the kinematic model
of the binocular head. Since the Z-component of the 3D coordinates of the target
point is essentially the object distance, the focus setting for focusing at the 3D target
point can be computed by using the lens equation (3). This condition provides two
constraints.
Target Point
Pan Joint Axis
The Gaze Origin

Gaze Angle

Tilt Joint Axis

Fig. 5. The gaze origin and the gaze angle

In practice, the optical axes of the stereo cameras may not intersect with each other at
all. Therefore, in our implementation, we only constrain the optical axis of the left camera
to exactly pass through the target point, while the right optical axis is only required to be
as close to the target point as possible. Each time when we solving the inverse kinematics
problem to control the binocular head, we rst compute a simplied kinematic model based
on the estimated kinematic parameters. From the simplied kinematic model, an analytic
solution to the inverse kinematics problem can be easily computed. The exact solution
to the inverse kinematics problem is then obtained by an iterative nonlinear method.
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Current implementation of our inverse kinematics solution (including the computations of
the simplied kinematic model, the initial solution and the iterative solution) cost only a
few milliseconds in Sparc 20.
IV. Global Kinematic Refinement

A. Calibration Setup

WCS

Left Camera

Left-Verge

Right Camera

Right-Verge

Tilt-axis
Pan-axis

Auxilary Calibration Axis

Nine-Point
Calibration Plate

X-axis

s

xi

a
Y-

Fig. 6. A schematic diagram of the calibration setup.

In order to obtain accurate calibration results, the setup used in the calibration should
be carefully designed. We will rst identify the requirements for the calibration setup
when calibrating an active binocular head, and then describe the calibration setup we
used for the kinematic renement. Let the calibration space be the largest convex subset
of the joint space of the IIS head, which contains all the calibration congurations. If
the calibration space is small comparing to the joint space, then after the calibration,
the binocular head would have large probability of working outside the small calibration
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range, which may lead to larger kinematic inaccuracy in general. Hence, for obtaining
accurate calibration results, the amount of motion for each joint should be made as large
as possible during the calibration data acquisition process. On the other hand, when the
amount of motion for some revolute joints is large, it is very dicult to keep the calibration
object in the eld of view. One way to keep the calibration object within the eld of view
of a rotating camera is to use prismatic motions to compensate for the o set caused by
revolute motions. Unfortunately, since there is no vertical translation joint in the IIS head
setup, we have to use an auxiliary vertical translation stage as shown in Figure 6. A black
calibration plate having nine white disks located at nine grid positions were mounted to
the auxiliary translation stage. The X-Y plane of the WCS (World Coordinate System)
is dened to be on the calibration plate when the auxiliary prismatic joint is at its home
position. The translation direction of the auxiliary prismatic joint with respect to the WCS
is accurately calibrated by using a CMM (Coordinate Measurement Machine). Therefore,
the 3D coordinates of the centroids of the nine disks on the calibration plate with respect
to the WCS are always known. The auxiliary prismatic joint and the calibration plate are
then used for the head calibration. They also can be used for providing an initial estimate
of the head/eye relation and the head-base-to-WCS relation.
In the next subsection, we will describe a calibration method for providing an initial
estimate of the set of kinematic parameters using a CMM. The main advantage of using a
CMM is the availability of highly accurate 3D measurements, whereas when using vision
system as the 3D measurement device, the lighting condition, background and shape of
the calibration object will all a ect the calibration accuracy. Notice that, since we have
a nonlinear renement process in our four-stage calibration method, a low cost CMM
is adequate for providing accurate enough initial estimate of the kinematic parameters.
Nevertheless, if no CMM is available, then the stereo cameras of the binocular head can be
used as the measurement device, which also can be very accurate if the setup are carefully
operated 24].
B. Initial Estimation of the Head/Eye Relations with a CMM

If a CMM is available, then the process of the second stage and the third stage calibration
will become very simple. In the second stage, the CMM is used to provide 3D point mea-
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surements for the kinematic calibration (similar to 24] except that the 3D measurements
are obtained by a CMM, instead of a stereo vision system). Here, the transformation matrix between the base frame of the binocular head and the reference frame of the CMM,
CMM T1 , is estimated as part of the kinematic parameters. After the second stage calibration, the CMM is then used to measure the transformation from the CMM reference
frame to the WCS, i.e, W TCMM . Hence, the base-to-world transformation, W T1 , can be
computed from CMM T1 and W TCMM . Then, the following procedure can be used to estimate an initial value of the head/eye relations (refer to Figure 7 for the relation between
the transformation matrices):
1. Choose a conguration of the binocular head and perform a stereo camera calibration.
2. Keep the two vergence joint unchanged (so that the stereo parameters obtained in the
previous step are still valid, for computing 3D measurement using triangulation) and
move the binocular head such that the nine-point calibration plate shown in Figure 6
is in the led of view of the stereo cameras.
3. Compute the 3D coordinates of the nine calibration points with respect to the left and
right camera frame, respectively, using triangulation. Also, record the corresponding
3D coordinates of the nine calibration point with respect to the WCS.
4. Compute the transformation matrices from the WCS to the left and right camera
frame, CLTW and CRTW , based on the Umeyama method 38] by using the three sets
of 3D coordinates of the nine calibration points with respect to the left camera frame,
right camera frame and the WCS.
5. Compute the left and right head/eye relationships as follows:



TCL = W T1 1T6L


6R
TCR = W T1 1 T6R
6L

;

1

WT

1

WT

;

CL 
CR 

(8)
(9)

where 1 T6L and 1 T6R can be computed based on the forward kinematic model, equations
(6) and (7).
6. Combine the left and right head/eye relationships, 6L TCL and 6R TCR , with the shape
matrices of the left and right vergence joints, i.e, V5L and V5R , and dene the eective

 

left and right head/eye relationships to be V5L 6L TCL and V5R 6R TCR , respectively.
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Notice that when no CMM is available, the head/eye relation can also be estimated
by using the well known Tsai and Lenz method 26], and then the base-to-WCS relation
can be computed by using a pair of pose measurements, W TCL and W TCR , the forward
kinematic model, 1 T6L and 1 T6R , and the head/eye relation, 6L TCL and 6R TCR .
Head/Eye Relation
Left Camera Frame

6L T

CL

Kinematic Model

Left Camera Mount
Reference Frame

Pose Measurement

6R T

CR

Right Camera Frame

W TCL
1T

6L
1T

6R

Right Camera Mount

W TCR

Reference Frame

Base Frame

WCS

W T1

Fig. 7. The relationships between the base frame, camera mount reference frame, camera frame, and
WCS.

C. Parameters to be Estimated in the Global Kinematic Renement Process

The total number of unknown parameters to be estimated is 39, which include the transformation matrix from the WCS to the base frame of the binocular head (six parameters,
including the orientation parameters of the X prismatic joint), the orientation of the Y
prismatic joint axis (two parameters), the position and orientation of those revolute joint
axes of Pan, Tilt, Left-Verge and Right-Verge (sixteen parameters, four for each joint),
the two transformation matrices of the e ective head/eye relations (twelve parameters,
six for each camera), and three joint level parameters for the tilt joint. The tilt joint (a
revolute joint) of the IIS head uses a leverage mechanism driven by a translation stage for
achieving higher payload. Therefore, three joint level parameters have to be estimated for
mapping the position of the leverage translation stage into the revolute joint angle.
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D. The 2D Prediction Error and the Epipolar Error

The global kinematic renement is performed by minimizing some errors which will be
described in the following. Let PW (i), i = 1, 2, ..., 9, be the 3D coordinates, with respect
to the WCS, of the calibration points which are the centroids of the nine white disks on
the calibration plate (see Figure 6). From the kinematic equations (6) and (7), we have


1
PCL(i) = 0T6L 6L TCL PW (i)

1
PCR (i) = 0 T6R 6R TCR PW (i)
;

;

(10)
(11)

where PCL(i) and PCR (i) are the 3D coordinates of the ith calibration point with respect
to the left and right camera reference frames, respectively. For each of the nice calibration points, its 3D coordinates with respect to the camera frame can be computed by
using equations (10) and (11). Then, its image location can be predicted by using the
camera model described in equations (1) and (2). The 2D prediction error is dened
as the di erence between the observed image location and the predicted image location
of a calibration point. For convenience, let hpL (PW (i) q(t) ) and hpR (PW (i) q(t) )
denote the predicted left and right 2D image location vectors derived from equations
(1), (2), (10) and (11), respectively, where q(t) denotes the joint value vector of the
binocular head at time t and  denotes the 39 parameters to be estimated. In addition to the 2D prediction error mentioned above, we also have to consider the epipolar
error, which is very important for stereo vision systems. Let heL (pL(i) pR (i) q(t) )
and heR (pL (i) pR(i) q(t) ) be the left and right epipolar error, where pL(i) and pR (i)
are the stereo correspondence of the ith calibration point from the left and right image plane (details of the denition and computation of the epipolar error is described
in Appendix-B). Notice that the ideal values of hpL (PW (i) q(t) ), hpR (PW (i) q(t) ),
heL (pL(i) pR(i) q(t) ) and heR (pL(i) pR(i) q(t) ) are pL(i), pR(i), 0, and 0, respectively. Let z(t) be the 36-component vector containing the actual measurements of the
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nine calibration points, i.e,

0 ... 1
BB
C
BB pL(i) CCC
BB p (i) CC
z(t) = B
BB R CCC :
BB 0 CC
BB 0 CC
@ . A

Dene the measurement equation as follows:
where

(12)

..

z(t) = h (q(t) ) + w(t)

(13)

...
0
1
BB
C
BB hpL (PW (i) q(t) ) CCC
BB h (P (i) q(t) ) CC
CC
h(q(t) ) = B
BB pR W
BB heL (pL(i) pR (i) q(t) ) CCC
BB h (p (i) p (i) q(t) ) CC
@ eR L .R
A

(14)

..
is the measurement model and w(t) is the Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance
matrix R(t).
E. Nonlinear Recursive Least-Square Estimator

Based on the measurement model (14), we can estimate the kinematic parameters by
minimizing some objective functions either with a batch nonlinear optimization process or
with a recursive method. When using a batch nonlinear optimization process, the number
of measurements should be made as large as possible in order to reduce estimation error.
However, since the initial estimate of the kinematic parameters may not accurate enough
for automatic data acquisition, the process of collecting large amount of the calibration
data for batch processing should be performed manually, which is a time-consuming and
error-prone task. Therefore, we choose to use a recursive least-square estimator to avoid
the above-mentioned problem. To use a recursive least-square estimator, the objective
function is dened as follows:

J () = ( ; (0)) P 1(0) ( ; (0)) +
0

;

Xt

 =1

v(  ) R 1( )v(  )
0

;

(15)
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where

v(t ) = (z(t) ; h (q(t) )) 

(16)

(0) is the initial estimate of the unknown parameters and P (0) is its covariance matrix.
The update equations for a nonlinear recursive least-square estimator are as follows
(refer to Mendel 39]):

P 1(t + 1) = P 1(t) + H (t + 1)R 1(t + 1)H (t + 1)

(17)

(t + 1) = (t) + P (t + 1)H (t + 1)R 1(t + 1)v (t + 1 (t)) 

(18)

;

;

0

0

;

;

where P (t) is the covariance matrix of the parameter vector, (t), and H (t) is the Jacobian
matrix, i.e, @@h .
V. Experiments

A. Calibration Results of the Adjustable Camera Model

In the rst experiment, the proposed intrinsic parameter calibration method was tested.
A traditional camera calibration method was used to estimate all the camera parameters
simultaneously corresponding to the focus setting that provided clear-focus images of the
calibration objects. Totally 1,000 2D-3D pairs of calibration points were used in this
calibration to ensure parameter accuracy. The estimated constant extrinsic parameters
were then used to estimate the adjustable intrinsic parameters in the MFL camera model.
Figures 8{13 show the calibration results of the adjustable camera model. Notice that for
testing the repeatability of the proposed method, the adjustable camera parameters with
respect to 26 focus motor positions (0, 100, ..., 2500) were estimated four times subject
to the same extrinsic parameters. In Figures 8{13, the four curves obtained from four
real experiments are closed to each other, which implies that the proposed method is very
accurate.
Figure 8 shows the variations of the image centers of the left camera subject to 26 focus
motor positions in four di erent real experiments. Figure 9 shows the trajectory of the
estimated image center for the rst real experiment. Similarly, Figures 10 and 11 show the
estimated image center of the right camera subject to 26 focus settings. Figures 12 and 13
show the variations of the left and right e ective focal lengths and the left and right radial
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Fig. 8. Variations of the left image center subject to the focus motor position estimated by using the
proposed method. The horizontal axes are the motor position and the vertical axes are the coordinates
of the image center (in pixels). Four curves represent for the results of four dierent real experiments.
(a) u0L versus the left focus motor position. (b) v0L versus the left focus motor position.

lens distortion coecients, respectively. Notice that the estimates of the e ective focal
length obtained in four di erent real experiments are very close to each other, whereas the
estimates of the radial lens distortion coecient look noisy. However, the four estimates
of lens distortion coecient will cause approximately the same amount of distortion when
using (1 ; 2 ) in equations (1) and (2). Therefore, the calibration results using any of the
four curves is all acceptable. As to the e ective focal lengths, linear functions are tted,
and the resulted relations for the left and right cameras in our experiment are

fL (ML) = 25:01005 + 5:191702  10 4 ML
;

(19)
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Fig. 9. Trajectory of the left image center subject to the focus motor position estimated by using the
proposed method. Values of the focus motor positions are marked every ve samples around the
corresponding estimated image centers.

and

fR (MR ) = 25:15386 + 5:241816  10 4 MR 
;

(20)

where ML and MR denote the left and right focus motor positions, respectively.
Equations (19) and (20) together with the twenty-six-entry lookup tables of the image
centers, (u0L(ML) v0L(ML )) and (u0R(MR ) v0R (MR )), and the lens distortion coecients,
L(ML ) and R(MR ), are used to generate the intrinsic parameters of the IIS head in the
subsequent applications.
For comparison, we have also utilized the traditional method, which is used in the rst
step of the proposed MFL camera calibration method, to directly estimate all the camera
parameters corresponding to the 26 focus motor positions. The major di erence is that,
with the traditional direct method, all the camera parameters are estimated simultaneously
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Fig. 10. Variations of the right image center subject to the focus motor position estimated by using
the proposed method. The horizontal axes are the motor position and the vertical axes are the
coordinates of the image center (in pixels). Four curves represent for the results of four dierent real
experiments. (a) u0R versus the right focus motor position. (b) v0R versus the right focus motor
position.

all the time, whereas, in our new method, the extrinsic parameters are xed and only
some of the intrinsic parameters are estimated. For testing the repeatability of the direct
method, we also performed four real experiments, and some typical results are shown
in Figures 14{16. Figure 15 shows the trajectory of the estimated image center subject
to change of focus setting for the rst real experiment. Notice that the trajectory is
quite irregular and varies with 20{30 pixels, which is large compared to the more regular
trajectories with 1{3 pixels variation in Figures 9 and 11. Also, from these gures, the
intrinsic parameters vary dramatically subject to the change of focus motor position.
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Fig. 11. Trajectory of the right image center subject to the focus motor position estimated by using
the proposed method. Values of the focus motor positions are marked every ve samples around the
corresponding estimated image centers.

Therefore, the interpolation results are less reliable and a comprehensive lookup table is
required for this approach which makes itself impractical.
B. Initialization of the Recursive Estimator

The initial values of unknown parameters, (0), are obtained by applying the second
stage and the third stage calibration methods based on a low-cost portable CMM (refer to
section IV-B), and the initial covariance matrix, P (0), is set to diagonal, in which the initial
variances of each translation and each orientation parameters are set to (0:2 mm)2 and
(0:02 )2, respectively. Notice that larger initial variances might cause faster convergence
rate however, it might also cause instability problem, since the number of unknowns is
very large. Therefore, a smaller initial variances may yield a slower convergence rate, but
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Fig. 12. Variations of the left and right eective focal lengths subject to the focus motor position estimated
by using the proposed method. The horizontal axes are the motor position and the vertical axes are
the amount of eective focal lengths (in millimeters). Four curves represent for the results of four
dierent real experiments. (a) fL versus the left focus motor position. (b) fR versus the right focus
motor position.

the recursive lter will be more stable.
C. Acquiring Calibration Data

In order to calibrate the IIS head, we have to generate a sequence of joint values to control
the binocular head such that the calibration plate are visible to the stereo cameras all the
time. This task can be accomplished with an inverse kinematics module. According to our
inverse kinematics scheme described in section III-C, the gaze angle and the joint values of
the X-Y table and of the auxiliary Z-axis are chosen to be given. In the real experiments
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Fig. 13. Variations of the left and right radial lens distortion coecients subject to the focus motor
position estimated by using the proposed method. The horizontal axes are the motor position and
the vertical axes are the amount of radial lens distortion coecients (in millimeters 2 ). Four curves
represent for the results of four dierent real experiments. (a) L versus the left focus motor position.
(b) R versus the right focus motor position.
;

the gaze angle and the three joint values were randomly generated, whereas the rest joint
values were determined by solving the inverse kinematics problem. Notice that at the
beginning of the calibration process, if the head parameters, (t), is not accurate enough
to generate joint values for tracking the calibration plate, then the calibration process
should be interrupted and manual operations can be imposed to drive the calibration
object back to the view-eld of the stereo cameras such that new measurements can be
obtained for updating the kinematic parameters. However, since our initial parameters
are accurate enough, the calibration object was successfully tracked during the whole
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Fig. 14. Variations of the left image center subject to the focus motor position estimated by using a
traditional direct method. The horizontal axes are the motor position and the vertical axes are the
coordinates of the image center (in pixels). Four curves represent for the results of four dierent
real experiments. (a) u0L versus the left focus motor position. (b) v0L versus the left focus motor
position.

calibration process.
The process of the data acquisition starts with the random generation of the gaze angle
and the three joint values (the X-Y table and the auxiliary Z-axis). Then, the joint values
of the remaining axes are determined automatically with the inverse kinematics module.
This set of new joint values, q(t), will then be sent to the motion controller of the IIS
head. After the motion command was completed, stereo images of the calibration plate
were acquired and the centroids of the nine calibration disks were computed and sorted to
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Fig. 15. Trajectory of the left image center subject to the focus motor position estimated by using a
traditional direct method. Values of the focus motor positions are marked every ve samples around
the corresponding estimated image centers.

generate correct stereo correspondences. Figure 17 shows a typical picture of the detected
nine stereo correspondences. The image location accuracy of the centroid detection for
the nine calibration disks is about 0.1 pixel, and the total time for image acquisition and
processing is approximately 0.5 second, using a Sparc 20 workstation equipped with a
Data Cell S2200 frame grabber. The nine detected stereo correspondences and the joint
values, q(t), were fed to the nonlinear recursive least-square estimator described in section
IV-E. The distribution ranges of the generated joint values are listed in Table I.
D. Real Experimental Results

Figures 18{20 show some results of real experiments. Figure 18 shows the RMS (root
mean square) 2D prediction error based on both the left and right 2D predictions (eighteen
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Fig. 16. Variations of the left eective focal length and the left lens distortion coecient subject to the
focus motor position estimated by using a traditional direct method. Four curves represent for the
results of four dierent real experiments. The horizontal axes are the motor position and the vertical
axes are (a) the eective focal length, f , (in millimeters), (b) the radial lens distortion coecient,
L .

2D predictions from the left and right images corresponding to the nine calibration points).
Initially, the prediction error was about ten pixels, and it decreased rapidly to about one
pixel after iteratively correcting the 39 kinematic parameters of the binocular head. Notice
that since the e ective focal length of the IIS head is about 25 millimeters and the pixel
dimension is about ten micrometers, one pixel of RMS prediction error is approximately
equal to 0.4 milli-radian of RMS orientation error, which represents an extremely high
accuracy calibration result for an active binocular head.
Figure 19 shows another important performance index of an active binocular head, i.e,
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Left Image

Right Image

Fig. 17. A typical picture of the detected stereo correspondences.

the RMS epipolar error. As shown in this gure, the initial value of the extrinsic and
intrinsic parameters would cause an epipolar error of about ten pixels, and after several
hundreds of iterations, the epipolar error were reduced to several fractions of a pixel on
the average. Notice that the 2D location error of the calibration points are approximately
0.1 pixel and the converged epipolar error is approximately 0.2 pixel. This shows that
the epipolar lines of the IIS head computed based on the calibrated parameters are very
accurate hence, the epipolar constraint can be fully used to reduce the searching range for
stereo correspondences when dealing with stereo vision problems with this active binocular
head.
Recall that the joint values required to xate the stero cameras at the calibration object
were determined by using the inverse kinematics module described in section III-C. Here,
the mission of the inverse kinematics module is to compute a set of feasible joint values
such that the given interest point will be xated at the center of the left and right images.
In this experiment, the interest point was selected as the centroid of the nine disks on
the calibration plate. Figure 20 shows distributions of the image locations of the nine
calibration points on the left and right image planes, respectively, corresponding to the
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TABLE I

The Calibration Range of Each Joint
Joint

Name

Working Range

Calibration Range

1

X

0-1000 mm

0-200 mm

2

Y

0-500 mm

0-500 mm

3

Pan

0 -200

80 -133

4

Tilt
Left
Vergence
Right
Vergence
Left Effective
Focal Length
Right Effective
Focal Length

0 -60

1 -45

0 -80

0 -43

0 -80

0 -44

25.01-26.34 mm

25.11-25.52 mm

25.25-26.50 mm

25.21-25.65 mm

5L
5R
6L
6R

1000 iterations in the experiment. It can be seen that because the center calibration point
was chosen to be xated, its footprints in the image were conned in a much smaller region
than those of the other eight calibration point.
VI. Conclusion

Active stereo vision is attracting more and more research interest. More and more
binocular heads have been built to investigate the active vision problems. However, accurate calibration of a binocular head has been such a dicult task that few work relying
on well-calibrated heads has been accomplished in the past. The main diculties of the
calibration problem for a binocular head are the high complexity, ultra-high accuracy requirement and lack of accurate camera parameter estimation techniques (accurate camera
calibration techniques may not provide accurate physical camera parameters). Until now,
no accurate calibration results for any binocular head have been reported when the camera orientation and position and the motorized lens are all moved simultaneously. In this
paper, we demonstrate how an active stereo vision system can be easily calibrated with
very high accuracy. Consequently, many 3D applications can directly make full use of an
active binocular head. In addition to the proposal and demonstration of an four-stage
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Fig. 18. The decreasing of the 2D prediction error by iterative re nement

calibration process, there are three major contributions in this paper:
1. We proposed a MFL camera model for cameras using motorized lens for adjusting
focus setting. The MFL camera model was initially motivated by our theoretical
analysis results (described in 29]) and it turned out to be similar to the Willson
model 31]. We make the full use of the extra-degrees of freedom in the estimation
process (i.e, the linear dependency of some camera parameters in small variations)
by xing the extrinsic parameters. This model is simple and especially suitable for
cameras having low distortion lens, because the linear dependencies in small variations
will become invalid when the amount of lens distortion is large (refer to 29]).
2. We proposed a new method for calibrating a MFL camera model to map the value
of focus setting to the intrinsic camera parameters. The calibration method for the
adjustable camera model is ecient and accurate for two reasons. The rst reason
is that we use a linear solution to provide accurate initial values for the subsequent
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Fig. 19. The decreasing of the epipolar error by iterative re nement

nonlinear optimization method. The second reason is that the estimation of image
center and e ective focal length are made independent to the estimation of camera
orientation and the Z-component of the translation vector, because the image center
with the camera orientation and the e ective focal length with the Z-component of
the translation vector are linearly dependent in small variations.
3. We showed that the kinematic parameters (including the head/eye relations) can
be rened by using the nonlinear recursive least-square estimator. The nonlinear
measurement function contains both the prediction of 2D image location and the
epipolar error. Totally, 39 parameters are estimated simultaneously which includes
three joint level parameters. An inverse kinematics module was implemented to xate
both the left and right cameras to the center point of the nine calibration points.
Therefore, the whole renement process can be executed automatically without manual
operation.
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Fig. 20. Footprints of the nine calibration points in the left and right images

In this paper, we have used real experiments to demonstrate that our calibration method
can achieve approximately one pixel prediction error and 0.2 pixel epipolar error when
all the joints including the left and right focus motors are moved simultaneously. This
accuracy is good enough for many 3D vision applications, such as 3D navigation, 3D object
tracking, or even 3D reconstruction. Based on the highly accurate calibration, we have
successfully done some experiments on panoramic stereo imaging, and are now working
on reconstruction of 3D environment model using our active binocular system.
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Appendix

A. Estimation of Gear Backlash

In general, the amounts of gear backlash are di erent for di erent motor positions.
For any motor position, the actual motor position (denoted as pact ), the nominal motor
position (denoted as pnom ) and the backlash constant (denoted as gbl ) can be related as
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follows:

8
>
<p 
if the last move is in forward direction
pact = > nom
: pnom + gbl  otherwise.

(21)

The following procedures can be used to estimate the backlash quantity corresponding to
the nominal motor position pnom:
1. Mount a diode laser on the link corresponding to the joint to be calibrated.
2. Mark the projected laser spot on a sheet of paper posted on the wall which is far
away from the joint under calibration.
3. Move the motor forward and backward for the same amount of motion and record
the motor position which will be referred to as the hysteresis position denoted as phys.
4. Move the motor in backward direction until the laser spot align with the mark on the
sheet of paper posted on the wall and record the current motor position denoted as
pcur .
5. The backlash constant can be obtained by computing the absolute value of the difference between the current motor position and the hysteresis position, i.e, gbl =
jphys ; pcur j.
B. Computation of the Epipolar Error

Suppose that pL = (uIL vIL) in the left image and pR = (uIR vIR) in the right image
form a pair of stereo correspondence. Normally, such a pair of stereo correspondence
should fall on their corresponding epipolar lines. However, due to the feature extraction
error and the epipolar line error introduced by incorrect intrinsic and extrinsic camera
parameters, the epipolar line may not pass through the corresponding image location.
This kind of epipolar error can be dened and computed in the following way. By back
projecting the two image feature point into 3D rays, we have
0 U 1 0 D (u ; u ) s 1
BB L CC BB L IL 0L uL CC
B@ VL CA = B@ DL (vIL ; v0L ) svL CA 
(22)
fL
fL
and
0 U 1 0 D (u ; u ) s 1
BB R CC BB R IR 0R uR CC
B@ VR CA = B@ DR (vIR ; v0R ) svR CA 
(23)
fR
fR
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Fig. 21. The epipolar plane of a pair of stereo correspondences.

where

h

i

h

i

DL = 1 ; L (uIL ; u0L)2 s2uL + (vIL ; voL )2 s2vL

and

DR = 1 ; R (uIR ; u0R )2 s2uR + (vIR ; voR )2 s2vR :

For convenience, let PL and PR denote the back-projected 3D vectors, UL VL fL] and
UR VR fR] , respectively. Let the relative pose between the left and right camera frame
be
 RR Rt ! 
 1 0 6L
L
L
RT =
0
6R
=
T
T
T6L TCL
(24)
L
6R
CR
0
1
where R RL and RtL are the rotation matrix and the translation vector, respectively. Notice
that an epipolar plane can be dened by a feature point on the left or right image plane
and both the origins of the reference frames corresponding to the stereo cameras. The
normal vector of the epipolar plane corresponding to a left 2D feature point, pL , can be
determined from the vector of base line, i.e, RtL , and the back-projected 3D rays, i.e, PL
(see Figure 21). The normal vector of the epipolar plane dened by PL, with respective
0

0

;
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to the right camera reference frame, can be computed as follows:



nR =R tL  R RLPL 

(25)

where `' denotes the cross-product operation.
The equation of the right image plane can be represented in the following:

z = fR

(26)

By using equations (25) and (26), the epipolar line on the right image plane is
0x1
B CC
nR B
B@ y CA = 0:
(27)
fR
The right epipolar error, heR (pL(i) pR(i) q(t) ), is then dened as the distance between
the image location (UR  VR) and the epipolar line described in equation (27).
Similarly, the left epipolar error, heL (pL(i) pR(i) q(t) ), can be computed by using the
following epipolar line equation on the left image plane:
0x1
B CC
nL B
B@ y CA = 0
(28)
fL
where

 

nL = R RL 1R tL  R RL 1PR :
(29)
;

;

Notice that since both of the left and right epipolar lines are close to horizontal lines for
our lateral stereo camera conguration, we can simply divide the computed epipolar error
by the vertical pixel size of the camera to roughly describe the epipolar error in the unit
of pixels.
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